WE ARE THE MUSIC MAKERS!

PRESERVING THE SOUL OF AMERICA’S MUSIC

Celebrating 20 Years
Dear Friends,

Thank you for supporting Music Maker’s mission to sustain the roots of American music for the past 20 years, and continuing this incredible journey with us. During these past two decades, we have worked with more than 300 artists, bringing their music all over the world, often to where it has never been heard before.

We have traveled with our nation’s musical elders to places they never thought they would see in their lives. Most importantly, we are keeping their musical traditions vital, accessible and an ongoing inspiration to music lovers around the world.

In 1994, Music Maker’s first grant was a pallet of Ensure to keep Guitar Gabriel alive; he needed the nutritional drink to sustain him as he suffered from an esophageal stricture. Since that gift there have been hundreds of instruments granted, thousands of artist bookings, much relief provided in dire situations, and an incredible family built of the artists and friends of Music Maker who enrich each other’s lives on a daily basis.

“Blues will never die because it is a spirit. It is an up lift and the way you feel it, that is the way it is. And it brings a lot of joy to people. Music is made to make happiness, make you smile and forget your troubles. In the Good Book it says to make a joyful noise. It does not say what kind of noise, just as long as you make one. So that is about the size of it, that is what we are trying to do.”

-Guitar Gabriel

We did not start this journey with a grand design, just the desire to help a small group of amazing blues artists in the Carolina Piedmont. The organization has grown through the passion of our music loving supporters and the inspiration of the hundreds of treasured musicians we have been honored to serve.

Our Mission: Supporting American Roots Music
“A lot of guys who have never been discovered will have a second chance now with your organization. Some of them that have been discovered but were about to give up, you spice them up, you give them something to live for, a reason to continue on. And for those that have done it and stopped, you give them something to come back to.”

-Drink Small

Our book, museum exhibit and double-CD, titled We Are the Music Makers! Preserving the Soul of America’s Music, are a celebration of these artists and will ensure their musical legacy never fades away. We are previewing the exhibit at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center; then it will travel to cultural centers and museums throughout the world for the next seven years.

We invite you to bring We are the Music Makers! into your home and to your friends with an exquisite photography book and double disc CD. These two pieces reflect our twenty years of work so far, and set the stage for Music Maker to keep America’s roots music thriving and accessible to our youth for decades to come.

**Roots Music**

**MUSIC MAKER PROGRAMS**

**Musician Sustenance**
Grants to meet basic life needs and emergency relief

**Musical Development**
Grants and services for recipient artist professional development and career advancement

**Cultural Access**
Supports the preservation and proliferation of American musical traditions

**Next Generation**
Encourages and mentors younger artists in the Southern tradition
“It gives me great pleasure to be associated with The Music Maker Relief Foundation in many capacities for well over 20 years. Many of these musicians were passed up by talent scouts, or were locally successful and made recordings years ago, or were never discovered at all. Some left home in the South and plied their musical wares and talents in the industrial cities of the north. Many tired of the constant noise and calamity of those cities returned to the South and as often as not to a poverty - or nearly poverty - stricken life.

Many so-called scholars and ethno-musicologists were certain that all the Southern music/artists of any significance or importance had been chronicled and documented and there wasn’t any more to be had. Along comes MMRF and bang, we got a whole new ball of wax with tons of talent and not one with a familiar name at all!”

- Taj Mahal

We will be celebrating our 20th anniversary all year long. Please join us October 3rd - 4th, 2014 for our Music Maker Homecoming, here where we began and continue to thrive in the NC Piedmont. This weekend will be the largest gathering of Music Maker partner artists in our history, and the musical event of a lifetime! Keep up with what’s next at our website, musicmaker.org.

This work is a rewarding labor of love for us. We are deeply honored by the support of those who share our devotion to this music and the artists who make it, including our talented and dedicated board of directors, staff and volunteers.

Warmest Regards,

Tim and Denise Duffy

Keep on loving the Blues!
OCTOBER 3RD
We Are the Music Makers Exhibit Launch
Music Maker Blues Revue
The ArtsCenter, Carrboro, NC
Doors: 7:00pm
Show: 8:00pm

OCTOBER 4TH
Music Maker Homecoming
The largest gathering of MMRF Artists ever!

FEATURING
Captain Luke, Drink Small, John Dee Holeman, Algia Mae Hinton, Cool John Ferguson, Lee Gates, Beverly “Guitar” Watkins, Ironing Board Sam and many more

2:00pm - 8:00pm
Old Murphey School,
Durham, NC

TICKETS: MUSICMAKER.ORG
We are the Music Makers! features the photography and audio recordings made by Tim Duffy of musicians we have partnered with over the past 20 years. Comprised of 30 panels, the exhibit educates and engages viewers about the cultural history of Southern traditional music.

In 2013 Denise and Tim Duffy conceived We Are the Music Makers! as a way to extend the educational reach of Music Maker. Through the exhibit, which will travel to venues around the country in two sets over the next seven years, tens of thousands more people will be able to experience the music of the American South and the musicians who are still making it.

Support for We Are the Music Makers! is provided in part by the National Endowment for the Arts, the North Carolina Humanities Council, the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Cathead Vodka, Catherine Elkins and supporters like you.
Find out more about the exhibit and find out where it’s traveling at wearethemusicmakers.org

EXHIBIT SCHEDULE
NY Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center - July 9 - August 30, 2014
The ArtsCenter in Carrboro, NC - October 1 - October 30, 2014
BB King Museum, Indianola, MS October 23rd- November 30th, 2014
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC - Summer 2015
University of North Carolina Pembroke, NC - Fall 2015
Levine Museum of the New South, Charlotte NC - Winter 2015
Hickory Museum of Art, Hickory, NC - Spring 2016
Berklee School of Music Country Blues program director, Woody Mann, brought a group of students on a visit in the spring and spent four days immersed in the blues of the Piedmont with Music Maker staff and artists. Winston-Salem, NC 2014 © A. Greenhood

David Bryant, grandson of blues legend Curley Weaver received a guitar decorated by Tim in honor of his late mother Cora Mae Bryant. © A. Greenhood
Piedmont Blues guitarist Jeffrey Scott, nephew of the legendary John Jackson, is the newest member of the Next Generation program. He spent a day filming and recording with the help of UNC intern Masyn Burgess.© A. Greenhood

Ironing Board Sam captured the hearts of elementary students at Orange Charter School. Through his yearlong program they learned blues standards from a veteran bluesman.© T. Duffy

New Partner Artists The Como Mamas are a powerful gospel group from Mt. Moriah Church in Como, Mississippi. We have partnered with their label Daptone Records to enhance their careers.© A. Greenhood

Piedmont Blues guitarist Jeffrey Scott, nephew of the legendary John Jackson, is the newest member of the Next Generation program. He spent a day filming and recording with the help of UNC intern Masyn Burgess.© A. Greenhood
Music Maker Blues Revue returned to Byron Bay Bluesfest in Australia with Pat Wilder, Cool John Ferguson, Big Ron, Albert White, Nashid Abdul and Ardie Dean ★ The Mars Theater of Springfield, GA has featured a Music Maker Series hosting performances by Essie Mae Brooks, Beverly "Guitar" Watkins, Drink Small, Robert Lee Coleman, Cool John Ferguson, Major Handy and Ironing Board Sam ★ Algia Mae Hinton and John Dee Holeman were reunited at the North Carolina Folk Heritage awards ceremony ★ David Bryant received a large box of buttons from an enthusiastic supporter of his art; volunteer Karen Mack’s online folk art gallery sold two of his pieces ★ We helped get running cars for Boo Hanks, Big Ron and Bubba Norwood ★ John Dee Holeman, Angelia Taylor, and Cool John Ferguson moved into more comfortable and safer housing this year ★ Ironing Board Sam wowed audiences at New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival with a hand-crafted bejeweled keyboard ★ MM staged the 3rd Annual free, Roots and Leaves concert series in Chapel Hill, NC featuring Jeffrey Scott, Boo Hanks, Harvey Dalton Arnold, Pura Fé, Deer Clan Singers, Kelley and the Cowboys, Ironing Board Sam, Big Ron Hunter and Bubba Norwood ★ Captain Luke and Tim Duffy interviewed each other as part of the Story Corps National Oral History Project ★ Ironing Board Sam and Dom Flemons have both been immortalized as part of the InstrumentHead photo series by photographer Michael Weintrob ★ Ironing Board Sam did a master class with the students at Orange Charter School in Hillsborough, NC, culminating in a school wide holiday concert ★ We helped Robert Lee Coleman get a new set of dentures ★ Adolphus Bell and Dr. Burt passed away within a few weeks of each other; Adolphus’ beloved guitar “pawnshop” is currently on display at the Lincoln Center ★
Dom Flemons *Prospect Hill*
“Where the Chocolate Drops focused on one style of music, Flemons takes a broader approach on Prospect Hill, an album that encompasses folk tunes, ragtime, early jazz and rock and roll and fife-and-drum music” - Brián Mansfield (USA TODAY)

Leyla McCalla *Vari-Colored Songs*

Ironing Board Sam *Ironing Board Sam and the Sticks*
“On yonder hill there stands a creature/ who she is I do not know/ I go and court her for her beauty/ she must answer yes or no.”
- from “The Creature” Ironing Board Sam

**Coming Soon:**
John Lee Zeigler *Goin’ Away*  
Shelton Powe *North Carolina Rounder*  

Purchase at shop.musicmaker.org
Through 20 years of dedication to documentation and performance, Music Maker has disproved the myth that all the greats were gone by bringing to light many talented musicians previously shrouded by poverty and geography. This year we welcomed Ernie Vincent, David Bryant, Jeffrey Scott, The Como Mamas, Willie James Williams and Dr. Dixon.

A fixture of the New Orleans music scene for years, Ernie Vincent received help from Music Maker after Katrina and never forgot the kindness. After reconnecting with Tim at Jazzfest this year, we have helped Ernie collect royalties for his past recordings. Ernie’s most famous cut is “Dap-Walk,” an infectiously funky song. photo 2014 © T Duffy

The majority of Willie James Williams’ music career was spent backing up his close friend and Music Maker artist Willie King. Willie King passed in 2009. His death shook the music community of Macon, Mississippi. For Willie James Williams and many others it was also the end of work. We are currently collaborating with students at Columbus State University to record Willie James’ first solo record to help restart his career. photo 2014 © T. Duffy and A. Greenhood
Please welcome **Dr. Dixon**, harmonica blower from Atlanta, GA. Upon a chance meeting with Jimi Hendrix opening for the Monkees in Atlanta, Jimi encouraged Dr. Dixon to stick with his blues. We got Dr. Dixon new harmonicas, photographed him and held a recording session this year.  photo © T. Duffy and A. Greenhood
We cannot keep Music Maker going without the passionate efforts of volunteers and interns. They drive musicians to airports, gigs, and doctor’s appointments, fix cars and roofs, install mobile homes, stuff envelopes, man merchandise tables, design albums, posters, take pictures, shoot video, clean and organize and so much more.

Volunteering a few hours is my way of dropping a little change into the MMRF tip jar. It is an honor to be involved in their work, yet they never fail to thank me for even my smallest efforts. – Karen Mack

Music that comes from the soul is a gift to be shared. So I am honored to volunteer at MMRF and support the blues musicians who share their gifts with the world. – Bruce Egan
Always putting the musicians first, we have built Music Maker into a stable, thriving center for arts appreciation and musician assistance. We could not have done it, nor could we continue towards our bright future, without our Board of Directors and Advisory Board. They have made generous gifts of their time, expertise and resources that have been critical to our success over the past two decades. We cannot thank you enough!

**Music Maker Board 2013/14**
- Tim Duffy (President)
- Denise Duffy
- Mark Chatinsky
- Catherine Elkins
- Saramel Evans
- Bart Farrell & Tom Meyer
- Dom Flemons
- Rhiannon Giddens Laffan
- Richard F Henneberry, II (Treasurer)
- Congressman Jon C Porter, (Ret.)
- Bill Puckett
- Thomas Justin Robinson
- Henry Slyker (Director)
- Rick Teller
- Tom Wallack

**Music Maker Advisory Board**
- B.B. King
- Bonnie Raitt
- Ardie Dean
- Jackson Browne
- Dickey Betts
- Jimmy Herring
- Derek Trucks
- Susan Tedeschi
- Taj Mahal
- Tift Merritt
- Tom Rankin
- Bill Puckett
- Sue Foley
- Colonel Bruce Hampton
- Pura Fé
- Ken Shepherd
- Kenny Wayne Shepherd

- David Thurber, MD
- Carolina Chocolate Drops
- Jerry Harrison
- Pete Townshend
- Lightnin’ Wells
- John Price
- Bill Krasilovsky
- Rick Savitt
- Don Was
We Are The Music Makers! Book

America tells its stories through song. Consolation to the lovelorn, courage to the oppressed, warning to the naive or a ticket to the Promised Land, a great song can deliver the wisdom of ages directly to our souls.

This book is a collection of photographs so intimate they could only have been taken by someone who had a close personal relationship with every individual in these pictures; this person is Tim Duffy. Through his unrelenting dedication to those musicians who have fallen through the cracks of society he has been able to go places that most would never dare to tread. These photographs are THE BLUES.

20th Anniversary Compilation CD

Music Maker Relief Foundation is releasing a special compilation double disc set to celebrate our 20th anniversary. These tracks have been hand selected by Tim Duffy and sequenced by Dom Flemons from 169 records. They represent the diversity and authenticity of Music Maker artists over many years. From the eloquent finger-style guitar of Etta Baker to the raunchy amplified harmonica sounds of Jerry “Boogie” McCain to the haunting melodies of John Lee Zeigler. This compilation album serves as a milestone for the Music Maker Relief Foundation.

The photographs in this book are not only beautiful, but reflect the deep love and dedication The Duffy’s have for both preserving traditional Blues culture and providing real support and opportunity for these wonderful musicians who might otherwise be forgotten.

-Bonnie Raitt

160pp Nautilus Press
The only thing better than this book is actually being there when Ironing Board Sam, Captain Luke, Macavine Hayes, or Pat Wilder cut loose... So, read this book, and then come on down here and see for yourself. Bring your dancing shoes along.

-Lee Smith

Timothy and Denise Duffy have given us a treasure. Throughout the pages of We Are the Music Makers!, the reader is granted access to worlds that are beyond reach and off limits to most. Once inside, the truth speaks for itself in black and white. There is less than a razor’s edge of difference between royalty and rogue at the bedrock of American Roots Music.

-Marty Stuart

Music Maker is a fabulous project; real evidence that the music I have always loved is alive and well.

-Eric Clapton

We are the Music Makers! highlights an essential part of our culture, providing us a glimpse into the lives of the amazing, and often little known musicians of the American South. Tim Duffy has taken every opportunity to sustain a dimension of Blues culture that could easily be lost forever, and nowhere is that more apparent than in his new book.

-BB King
Financial Report

Programs: $516,816
Fundraising: $55,261
Management: $59,947

2013/14 TOTAL BUDGET: $632,023

9,693 Musician Grants
4,384 Performances
1,996 Songs released
365 Partner Artists
24 countries toured
20 years
4 Programs
1 Mission

Out and about? Check us out on your phone:

Visit us online
connect with us
Facebook: /musicmakerrelieffoundation
Twitter: /musicmakerblues
experience the music
www.musicmaker.org
youtube.com/musicmakerfoundation
wearethemusicmakers.org
Music Maker has forged strong relationships with many wonderful organizations, agencies and corporations. Here are just a few of the partners that support our programs and artists:

**PARTNERS ABOUND**
- Byron Bay Bluesfest
- Dixie Frog Records

**EVENT PARTNERS**
- Legendary Rhythm and Blues Cruise
- Lugano Blues to Bop
- Mississippi Valley Blues Festival
- Oyster Riot
- Old Ebbitt Grill
- The Hamilton
- Roots N Blues N BBQ Festival

**CORPORATE PARTNERS**
- Ameriprise
- Rocky Mount Brewmill
- Bryan Properties
- Capitol Broadcasting Company
- Cathead Vodka
- Clyde’s Restaurant Group
- Fat Possum Records
- Jimmy Williams Photography
- JP Shellfish
- Market Street Association
- Puckett & Associates
- Michael Weinrob Photography

**GOVERNMENT AGENCIES**
- National Endowment for the Arts
- NC Arts Council
- North Carolina Humanities Council
- Orange County Arts Commission